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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. In 1960 P. Turan [5] considered forfE C(K), K:= [- 1, l], every 
tlGN and j(njE (1, . . . . ni, modified Hermite-Fejer interpolation 
polynomials H$,,,(S, A) of degree ~2~1-2 based on the nodes of a 
triangular matrix A whose rrth row is given by 
- 1 < xnn < . . < xi,, d 1 (1.1) 
(in the sequel we often omit the index n). The polynomials H;f,,;(f? A) are 
uniquely determined by the conditions 
and can be represented by 
f$,(f) A) = ff,LL A) + Rj,,& A b (1.3? 
where H,,(f, -4) is the HermiteeFejer interpolation poiynomial of degree 
<2n - 1 satisfying 
ff,(f, A)(Xk) =f(x,) 
H,(f, A)‘(Xk) = 0 
(k = 1, . ..~ n). 
and the remainder Rjt,,,( f, A) is represented by 
(1.4) 
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where w,, is given by 
w,(x)= fi (x-Xk). 
k=l 
1.2. Using the special matrix T whose nth row is given by 
xk,t (k = 1, . . . . n) 
P. Tut-an proved the unexpected result (see [S, Theorem 11) 
lim Ilf$,,(f, T) -SII = 0 n-r 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(lI.II denotes the usual maximum-norm of C(K)) for every f~ C(K) and 
“exceptional-point” sequences (xi(,,),, N satisfying an “s-restriction,” that 
means 
for suitable 0 <E < 1 and all sufficiently large n. 
(1.7) 
1.3. In answer to this result V. Kumar and K. K. Mathur [2] in 1980 
asserted that for every f~ C(K) and every exceptional-point sequence 
uniform convergence 
lim llH,%,(f, 4) -fll = 0 (1.8) II - cc, 
can be achieved by use of the matrices Bi (i= 1,2, 3) instead of T when the 
nth row of B; is given by 
(k = 1, . . . . n)fori=l, (1.9) 
(k = 1, . . . . n)for i=2, (1.10) 
(k = 1, . . . . 22) for i= 3. (1.11) 
1.4. In this paper we show that (1.8) is not true for arbitrary fE C(K) 
whenever the exceptional-point sequence (.x~(,,))~~ N satisfies (1.7). 
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Regarding s-restricted sequences (x~(,)),~ IY we wiii prove that for every 
f E Vi (where Vi (i = 1, 2, 3) are suitably chosen subspaces of C(K)) integral 
conditions similar to (1.6) are necessary and suffkknt in order that (1.8) 
holds. 
2. RESULTS 
DEFINITION 2.1. For arbitrary real numbers p, 4 3 0 we define sub- 
spaces U’P.y’(K) of C(K) by 
and 
ifp > 0 there exist real numbers hl, 6 > 0 such that 
If(x)-.f(l)l <M.(l -,Y)p’-d 
for every x E K; and 
if 4 > 0 there exist real numbers M, 6 > 0 such that 
lf(.u)-f(-r)I~M.(l+~~)!“+” 
for every x E K. 
THEOREM 2.2. Define for abbreviation 
and 
and 
4x B,) := 4L B,)--l(L B2) ,for f E r;. 
Consider exceptional-point sequences satisfj+zg (1.7). Therr for ever!: 
i = 1, 2, 3 and every f E Vi the equivalence 
lim IIHj&,(f, Bi) -f 11 = 0 e Z(,f, Bi) = 0 I, - 3c 
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
3.1. It is well known that for every i= 1,2, 3 and everyfg C(K), 
lim IIff,,(f, B,) -fll = 0 (3.1) 
II - cc 
(see V. Kumar [l] for i = 1,2 and R. B. Saxena [3] for i = 3). Thus, by 
( 1.3) and (3.1). we have to verify 
lim Il&,(f, BiJII = 0 0 KL Bi) = 0 (3.2) 
1, - x‘ 
for every i = 1,2,3 and every .f~ Vi in order to prove the theorem. In the 
sequel we will verify (3.2) for i = 1. The proofs for i = 2, 3 follow similarly. 
3.2. Let a, /? > - 1 denote I(‘~,~: K-+ Iw the weight function given by 
~rl,.B(-Y)=(l--Y)“.(l+x)B 
and Pj~fi’ the 12th Jacobi polynomial satisfying 
Pjfq 1) = (‘7;“). (3.3) 
p;di(,) = ( - 1 )*I. ppuy -q h E K), (3.4) 
PJj’( x) = $ . (n + a + p + 1) . P,‘,“_‘l’.fl + ’‘( ?I) ,I t-x E K), (3.5) 
and 
l?(n”) 
Ify”‘(cos @)I = 
(oed), (36, 
@-“-l:2~~(n-l:2) (pa;). . 
for n-+a, where c> 0 is arbitrarily fixed (compare G. Szegii [4, 
Theorem 7.32.21). 
3.3. Using (1.4) and the fact that (for n 32) the nodes 
x!, = cos( (2k - 1) rc/( 2n - 1)) (li = 1, . . . . rr - 1) are the zeros of Pj,:‘[2,‘:“) we 
have 
%,(,,)(f, B,) = <j&B,) . SAL B, 1, (3.7) 
where 
F;,,z,(B, 3 -u) = 
wo.2(.Y) . (Pyi’2.y~))2 
(x E K) 
x - -yI, n , 
(3.8) 
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and 
(3.91 
3.4. In order to prove (3.2) for the point system B, we establish the 
following lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.1. For erery exceptional-point sequence (.Y~!,,,),= Pj satisxvinp 
( 1.7 ) the estimate 
IIF,,,,,(B,)li = @(I 1 
1lOldS for ii + x;. 
Plod Id ~.~il,z~),~s F9 (satisfying (1.7)) be given and consider arbitray 
.Y E K. 
1st case. l.~-x-~,~,l GE/~ (where O<E< 1 is fixed by (1.7)). By the mean 
value theorem of differential calculus and (3.5) 
holds, where < = <.V..Y,,,8,. Using the fact that x, 5 E[--I+F/~, I-E/~] forail 
sufficiently large )I we obtain by (3.6) and (3.4) for IZ -+ 8x 
lF,,,,,(B,, -u)i = I’( 1 ). 
(The constant is independent of x.) 
2nd case. /.Y--Y~(,~)~ >&.i2. By (3.6) and (3.4) we have 
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for n -+ ‘I, where c > 0 is arbitrarily fixed. Using the fact that 
(1 +cosf3)"=4.cos4 
0 
; +3)" (0 d 0 < 71), 
we obtain by (3.10) that 
I)q2. (Pj*yyy211 = qfl-‘) 
holds for n -+ co. Thus we have for Ix - .x~,,~,/ > s/2 
JF,(,,,(BI, x)1 <;. y&) (P~*~‘~2~‘;yq)2= O(n-‘) 
for n + .m, which completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. m 
In order to exclude that lim,,, TJ I(&,!(B,)II =0 is possible we prove 
LEMMA 3.2. For euery exceptional-point sequence (-~i,~~)~~ N satisfying 
(1.7) there exists a sequence (nk)kt N c N, a sequence (f,Jke N of real 
numbers t,,, E [0, n], and a fixed C > 0 such that 
IQ&4 COS(L,))I z c 
holds for all sufficiently large nk. 
(3.11) 
Proof: Using the asymptotic formula of Darboux for the Jacobi 
polynomials (compare G. Szegij [4, Theorem 8.21.81) we obtain for 
6 < 0 < n - 6 (0 < 6 < 7r/2 is arbitrarily fixed) uniformly for n + m 
I&,m 3 cm @)I = 
4 .cos2(O/2) .cos2(iVO) + fi(n-‘) 
7r. (n - 1). (cos(0) - c0s(@,,,,)) ’ 
(3.12) 
where OjCnj = arccos(xjC,,) and N = (2n - 1)/2. This asymptotic represen- 
tation will be fundamental to prove Lemma 3.2. Let (x~(~)),~~ rm (satisfying 
(1.7)) be arbitrarily chosen and yjcnj := ~os(N@~,,,)). Then the theorem of 
Bolzano-Weierstrag yields 
lim -I.:~(,~~) = g E K for suitable (11~)~~ N c N. 
k + PC 
Now we will construct the sequence (rnk)k t N. For that purpose we consider 
two cases and omit the index k of the numbers nk in the sequel of this 
proof. 
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1st case. g # 0. We define t,, : = OjcH, + n/(n - 1). Using 
we obtain 
lim co?(Nt,,) = g’ > 0. (3.13 j 
,I - XI 
2nd case. g = 0. We define t, : = Oicll, + TC/(~FI - 2). Now 
cos2( Nt,) 
= cos( NO,,,,,) . cos 
- sin( NOit,,,) . sin 
(4+&))2 
and km,, _ r sin’(NO,(,,,) = lim,,, ,( 1 - cos2(NOj,.,,)) = 1 yield 
lim cos2(Nt,,) = 1. (3.14) 
,I + x 
Regarding (1.7) the existence of 0 < 6 = 6(c) < 71/2 is ensured in order ihal 
6 < I,, < x - 6 for both cases and all sufficiently large II hold. Thus we 
obtain (applying (3.12) and by (3.13), (3.14)) that 
3 c, I lT.(n- l)~(COS(t,,)-coS(Oj,,,)))~ (3.15) 
is true for a suitable C, > 0 (independent of II) and all sufficiently large t?. 
By the mean value theorem of differential calculus we obtain for those n 
17T’(H-- 1) ~(cos(t,)-Cos(@,ic,,,))/ 
= C, . [sin(5)1 16 < < = <(t,,, O;,,r,) < 7c - 6) 
d c,. (3.16) 
(For the 1st case we have C,=TC’ and for the 2nd case Cz=~‘.!2.) The 
estimates (3.15) and (3.16) complete the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
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LEMMA 3.3. For every f E V, the representation 
uf, B,)= i f(-~k)-f(-l) k=, M’,,3(Xk) . P;,:y2,1~2)‘(xk))2 (3.17) 
holds. 
ProoJ: We will prove 
2 . p~,~:‘2.‘l’)‘( _ 1) i 1 
(p;ll;ZW)( - I))3 = -k=, b1’1,3(?1k). (pI,_l~2.‘i2”(xk))2’ 
(3.18) 
then (3.17) follows immediately by (3.9). For the polynomial 
we have 
G _ i ) = cos(2n - 1)/2. arccos(x)) 
t1 1 *xz 
COS(aKCOS(X)/2) 
(x E K), 
2n - 1 
G;-,(x,)=-. 
sin((2n- 1)/2 .arccos(s,)) 
2 Jgk . cos(arccos(x,)/?) (k = 1’ “” ’ - ’ ) 
and 
(G:,- (-‘cI,))~ = ,“;,,:,‘t, (k = 1, . ..) I1 - 1). 
On the other hand we have 
(G,,+,(-1))2=(2n-1)2. (3.20) 
Using the fact that 
II ~ 1 
P!I’i’,““(.X)= n ((2k- ~)/~Lz).G,,~,(.x), 
k=l 
by (3.19) and (3.20) it follows that 
(p~,~l;z,li2) (-1))2=2 . 1(‘,,2(<Ykj . (P!,T’1”.“2”(.Uk))2 (3.21) 
is true for every k = 1, . . . . II- 1. Now by (3.21) and 
(3.18) follows immediately. [ 
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lim S,,(f. B,)=i.I(S, B;). 
,1 - % 
P,oo//: Consider for a, /?> -1 the nth Gauss-Jacobi quadrature 
formula (see G. Szegii [4, Ch. 15.31) 
in respect to )I’,.~, where g: K--f R is a function for which the (possibly 
improper) integral 
exists. 
The weights biy;fi) (k = 1, . . . . nj of (3.22) are given by 
where 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
and _rL;;fl) (k = 1, . . . . n) are the zeros of PkJ!. It is well known rhar the 
quadrature convergence 
lim Q,, ruq g) = pm(g) (3.25 j II - x 
holds for every function g: K -+ R, for which the integral I’“.“‘(g) exists 
(compare G. Szegij [4, Theorem 15.231). Now let f~ C’: be arbitrarily 
fixed. By (3.17). (3.22)-(3.24) we obtain 
where g, : ] - 1, l] + R is defined by 
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The assumptionfE V, implies the existence of real constants M, 6 > 0 such 
that 
m-A-1) <<M 
(1 +x)6+lJ 
is true for every x E ] - 1, 11, which implies 
< w -1,2,&1W~ for ~~1-1, 11. 
This estimate ensures (using the existence of the integral 
JYL IK,~~,~- ,(x) .Mdx) the existence of I(-“‘2,1/2)(gf). Thus (3.25) can be 
applied; regarding (3.26) and lim, _ 3c I),!- ‘!‘J~’ = 2 we obtain 
lim S,(f, B,) = lim 
II -3 x (_ If,,,,, . Qz2~L’z’(gf) n-m 11, 
=+. I’-“2.“ygf) =; .I(& B,). m 
3.5. Now (3.2) can easily be proved by use of the preceding lemmas. 
Therefore let an exceptional-point sequence (x~(~,)~~ N satisfying (1.7) and 
an f E V, be arbitrarily given. 
(i) In the case Z(f, B,) = 0 Lemma 3.4 implies lim, _ m S,(f, B,) = 0 
which yields (by Lemmas 3.1 and (3.7)) lim,., TJ IjR.,,,(f, Br)ll =O. 
(ii) On the other hand let be lim,, ~ IIRjCn,(J Br)ll =O. This 
implies lim,, - ~ IIFiC,,,(B,)II .S,(A B,)=O. That yields (using that 
lim,, + z IIF,,,,(B,)II = 0 is impossible by Lemma 3.2) 
,!Lmx S,(L B,)=t.U B,)=O. I 
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